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So you’d like to be a
Flight Instructor? Part 2
by Alan Newton
Alan Newton is head of training for On-Track Aviation Ltd,
a flight training school based at Wellesbourne Mountford
Airfield, UK, that provides instructor and examiner training
for UK/JAA ratings as well as other advanced training courses
such as aerobatics and formation flying. Alan spent 18 years
in the Royal Air Force where he saw saw operational tours
on the Victor during the Falklands Conflict and the VC10
during the Gulf War. He also spent many years as a flying
instructor on the Tucano and Jet Provost teaching both abinitio and qualified pilots gaining an A2 instructor category.
After leaving the Royal Air Force Alan joined Cathay Pacific
Airways where he has flown the Boeing 747 classic and now
flies the Boeing 747-400. He is an RTF Examiner and Flight
Instructor Examiner on both land and seaplanes.
On our return from lunch we find that the aeroplane has been
fixed and is being refueled. At this stage I ask the candidate to
explain the aeroplane documents to me and how I know that the
aeroplane is airworthy.
This aspect of flying seems to be lost on many pilots. Would
you knowingly drive your car without an MOT or Insurance
Certificate? Of course not, I hear you say. Yet some pilots will
take to the air in an aeroplane without knowing if it is airworthy
and without all the appropriate documentation.
I know it doesn’t help you to fly the aeroplane. For that matter an MOT doesn’t help you to drive your car. Suffice it to say the
law states you must have an MOT; well the Air Navigation Order
(ANO) – the law for pilots - states that certain aeroplane documents must be carried onboard.
I have had some candidates arrive at Wellesbourne Airfield
for an FI Proficiency Check without these aeroplane documents
which, in accordance with the ANO, makes their positioning
flight illegal.
After signing the technical log we walk out to the aeroplane
together, which is a PA28 Cherokee. During the external inspection I take the opportunity to ask him some simple technical
questions such as: What is this aerial used for? What is the minimum oil quantity for the flight? The sorts of questions students
would ask their instructor during their training.
I complete the internal checks and start the engine. He makes
the radio call and I taxi to the runway and complete the power
and pre-take-off checks. At this stage before we get airborne we

Article 86 ANO - Documents to be carried
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1. An aircraft shall not fly unless it carries the documents which
it is required to carry under the law of the country in which it is
registered.
2. Subject to paragraph (3), an aircraft registered in the United
Kingdom shall, when in flight, carry documents in accordance
with Schedule 10.
3. If the flight is intended to begin and end at the same aerodrome and does not include passage over the territory of any
country other than the United Kingdom, the documents may be
kept at that aerodrome instead of being carried in the aircraft.
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Circumstances in which documents are to be carried:
1. On a flight for the purpose of public transport Documents A,
B, C, D, E, F, H and, if the flight is international air navigation,
Documents G and I shall be carried.
2. On a flight for the purpose of aerial work Documents A, B, C,
E, F and, if the flight is international air navigation, Documents
G and I shall be carried.
3. On a private flight, being international air navigation
Documents A, B, C, G and I shall be carried.
4. On a flight made in accordance with the terms of a permission granted to the operator under article 21, Document J shall
be carried.

complete an emergencies briefing. This procedure is something
all On-Track staff and students are required to do prior to takeoff. This is the only part of the flight during which the role playing stops - whoever is going to fly the take-off shall give this
brief. I find it interesting when I fly with other pilots on Skill Tests
or Proficiency Checks that a number of them don’t bother to brief
on what actions they shall complete in the case of an engine failure during and after take-off; those that do just real off a standard set of actions without thinking about the actual weather
and runway conditions and surrounding terrain.
At Wellesbourne Mountford Aerodrome there is a high ridge

Description of documents

covered with trees located off the end of runway 18 and a large
factory to the east of runway 36 threshold (Figure 1). An engine
problem on this runway requires a little thought prior to take-off.
As per my candidates pre-flight briefing I complete the takeoff and climb towards the west up to 4000 ft QNH. After reaching
top of climb I carry out a FREDA check and then he takes control.
He briefs me to carry out two 30 degree angle of bank turns, one
to the left and one to the right. I complete these items without
any faults so that he will move on to teach me the main exercise
continued on page 30

10. “Document J” means the permission, if any, granted in
respect of the aircraft under article 21; provided that, with the
For the purposes of this Schedule:
1. “Document A” means the license in force under the Wireless permission of the CAA, an aircraft to which article 38 applies
Telegraphy Act 1949(a) in respect of the aircraft radio station need not carry such a permission if it carries an operations
manual which includes the particulars specified at sub-parainstalled in the aircraft;
graph (1)(q) of Part A of Schedule 9.
2. “Document B” means in the case of a non-EASA aircraft the
national certificate of airworthiness in force in respect of the Notes:
aircraft(b); provided that, where the certificate of airworthi- (a) 1949 c.54.
ness includes the flight manual for the aircraft, with the permission of the CAA, an aircraft to which article 38 applies need (b) An EASA aircraft is required by virtue of Part 21 to carry its
certificate of airworthiness, restricted certificate of airworthinot carry the flight manual as part of this document;
ness or permit to fly, as the case may be, during all flights.
3. “Document C” means the licenses of the members of the
(c) An EASA aircraft is required by virtue of Part 21 to carry its
flight crew of the aircraft;
airworthiness review certificate
4. “Document D” means one copy of the load sheet, if any, In summary:
required by article 43 in respect of the flight;
• Certificate of Airworthiness
5. “Document E” means one copy of each certificate of mainte- • Certificate of Registration
nance review(c), if any, in force in respect of the aircraft;
• Certificate of Maintenance Review or Airworthiness Review
Certificate (ARC)
6. “Document F” means the technical log, if any, in which
• Certificate of Release to Service
entries are required to be
• Aircraft Radio License
made under article 15;
• Certificate of Approval of Aircraft Radio Installation (maybe
7. “Document G” means the certificate of registration in force
incorporated with Aircraft Radio License)
in respect of the aircraft;
• Aircraft Technical log
8. “Document H” means those parts of the operations manual, • Flight Manual including Aircraft Weight Schedule
if any, required by article 38(2)(c) to be carried on the flight;
• Operations Manual (if applicable)
9. “Document I” means a copy of the notified procedures to be • Aircraft Noise Certificate (if applicable)
followed by the pilot in command of an intercepted aircraft, • Certificate of Insurance (it shall state on the certificate that
it complies with EC Regulation 785/2004)
and the notified visual signals for use by intercepting and inter• Interception Signals
cepted aircraft;
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New Aviation Management degree
course with Dublin City University

So you’d like to be a Flight Instructor? continued from page 29

Dublin City University (DCU) is launching a new Aviation Management with optional Pilot
Studies degree course, with first enrollments taking place September 2010.
According to DCU spokesperson
Laura Grehan the new training programme offers a distinct choice for
individuals wishing to train as commercial pilots or to pursue fast paced
management careers in the world of
aviation.
The new course has been established to addresses gaps in the education of those entering the aviation
industry: for those who wish to
become commercial pilots, it offers a
route to a professional qualification as
a commercial pilot combined with a
strong background in business education; for those who see themselves
playing other roles in the industry, it
provides the necessary expertise to
maximise one’s potential in this ever
changing industry.
The aviation management course is
structured to give students an introduction to all aspects of the aviation
business, both technical and managerial. The first two years of the course
provide a general introduction to business analysis, the aviation sector and
technical aspects of piloting, and
offers an opportunity to acquire a
Private Pilot’s Licence (PPL).
Following on from this, the third
year of the course begins with a sub-

Figure 1

Take-Off Briefing (SE aeroplane)
During the take-off if the engine fails on or close to the
runway and there is sufficient area to land ahead and stop I
shall land ahead or on the runway and stop. After take-off
without sufficient room to land on the runway or ahead I
shall turn right and land in a suitable field. If the engine fails
and I am above the ridge of trees I shall choose a suitable
field to the left into the wind and land.
Note: The exact wording is not important. What is important is that the PIC has given some thought as to his/her
actions for a possible engine failure situation.
- stalling part 1.
The airborne instruction can prove quite a demanding task for
the new instructor student as he not only needs to remember
what he has to teach but put the words and actions together in a
flowing lesson. Most new instructor students find that their
words lag behind their actions and therefore to compensate for
this deficit they try to speak faster, which only goes to make matters worse. It is important that the student instructor uses the
correct words when he/she teaches. It is easy to fall into the trap
of omitting words and phrases so that ones actions are synchronized. Beware of this trap as it is possible to change the emphasis and meaning or miss the point completely. Let me illustrate
this by a simple example. My candidate is teaching the Stall
Recovery and he could simply say, “Push the control column for-

ward whilst applying full power”. What is wrong with that simple
phrase, I hear you ask? Well, does it correctly and completely
describe the recovery action? Does it describe to the student how
far the control column needs to be pushed? No it does not.
Stall recovery is a supposedly well known technique, yet if I
ask a number of pilots attending an FI R course how far they
should push the control column forward the answers I receive are
as diverse as the pilots themselves. But surely it doesn’t matter,
as long as the aeroplane recovers, does it? Well it does matter for
a variety of reasons – in order to minimize the height loss, to
regain control of the aeroplane quickly, etc.
So what are the correct words? “Control column centrally forward until the warnings/buffet stops whilst simultaneously
applying full power”. A lot to say in a short space of time I know,
but it correctly describes the action required fully and completely. The student, whilst following through on the controls with
you, will hear, feel and see what you are doing and when you do
it. So it’s not important that the words and the actions are
matched perfectly. Always say and do the correct things, don’t
short circuit the system.
Another important and yet seemingly forgotten teaching
technique that should be used in the air is the ‘follow through’.
Flying is both a manipulative as well as mental skill. So it is
important that instructors use the full range of teaching aids at
their disposal including the tactile feel of the controls during
aeroplane manoeuvres. We learn by watching, hearing and
FEELING. So why is that so many instructors are unwilling (may
be they haven’t been taught correctly) to use the ‘follow
through’ technique? There are a number of famous sayings such
as ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’, ‘a look is worth a thousands scans’ and one of mine ‘a follow through is worth a thousand words and pictures’.
It is well documented that our learning process is made up
from a combination of stimuli. These can be split into 75% visual, 13% hearing and 12% feeling. So if you don’t use the ‘follow
through’ technique you are depriving your student of 12% of his
learning ability.
So what do I mean by ‘follow through’? Well it means the student places his feet and/or hands on the appropriate controls in
the aeroplane, without restricting their movement, so as the
instructor moves the control(s) the student can feel these movements. It allows the student to gauge the magnitude of the control movement before he/she has a go. It also allows the student
to simultaneously see the visual result of this control movement
and if appropriate hear the changing engine note at the same
time. All of this stimulation gives the student a complete and full

appreciation of what is required to perform the task.
Once the student has been taught a specific item then he/she
must be allowed to practice. New instructors are taught to brief
their students on what they are to do and then hand over control
of the aeroplane to the student so he/she may carry out the practice. This aspect is one of the hardest to come to terms with,
especially if you are slightly under confident in your own ability.
Be assured it is something that will get easier with experience,
but even then I have come across some instructors who ride the
controls throughout the students practice. This is a big NO, NO.
How can a student learn if he/she is not allowed to make any
errors? If you have taught the student correctly then they will do
their best to achieve the standard and if they don’t then analyse
their performance and re-teach. It’s that simple.
My candidate is progressing well with the teaching of stalling
part 1 and we are now approaching the conclusion. He has created a well balanced lesson with many good teaching points and
plenty of student practice. He has used the airspace wisely and
managed to find the better areas to work as the weather situation changed during the flight.
I now ask him to teach me some Full Panel instrument flying,
followed by a Practice Forced Landing (PFL) and an Engine Failure
After Take-Off (EFATO) before telling him to take me back to the
airfield and teach me an overhead join and some visual circuits.
There is a lot to cover on the FI R Skill Test and the candidates
can become very tired and confused about what they are sup-

Figure 2
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stantial period of industrial placement
within the aviation industry, enabling
students to put into practice the theoretical knowledge they will have
gained over the previous two years.
DCU was the first university in Ireland
to offer work placements off its courses and has a dedicated office to find
work placements within the aviation
industry. The placement is designed to
help the individual to make an
informed decision on their choice of
specialism for final year as well as
being useful addition to their C.V.
The second half of third year comprises specialist business modules
including supply chain management,
business ethics, airport operations
modelling and simulation, and aviation
safety management.
In the fourth year, the programme
divides into two streams, with some
students opting to pursue training at
an
approved
Flight
Training
Organisation with a view to qualifying
as a commercial pilot, while others will
choose to follow more specialist studies in aviation management at DCU.
For more information go to
www.dcu.ie/dc117 or contact the
School Office at: tel: +353 (0)1 700
5265 or email: dcubs@dcu.ie
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CHIPFEST 2009
at Cambridge
by Rod Brown, CFI Denham Flying School
Whilst formation flying is a standard training requirement in the air forces of the world it is
little practiced among civilian pilots. Many years ago Anthony and Samantha Hutton organised
Chipmunk and Yak aircraft gatherings at North Weald but in recent times only CHIPMEET in
Belgium, organised by Tony and Edith De Bruyn and their team of enthusiasts, has played
host to what has become a virtual squadron reunion each year for Chipmunk flyers.
Usually held in May each year at Zoersel
(Oostmalle) airfield near Antwerp it has for
some years been the home of this activity courtesy of the Aero Para Club Der Kempen and this
year saw the eleventh such meeting.
CHIPMEET has therefore become a virtual
Mecca each year for a small band of Chipmunk
owners based in the UK, Denmark, Holland,
Belgium and Germany and it was inevitable that
in order to keep some currency and enthusiasm
going for this activity that events outside of
Belgium would spring up. One such is
CHIPFEST, first held at Sywell in September
2008, which attracted eleven UK based
Chipmunks and crews and also helped to
encourage others to join in on the annual May
Chipmeet fly-out usually routing via Calais.
This year, through an invitation from Terry
Holloway of Marshall Aerospace and Stuart
Mckay of the Moth Club it was made possible to
combine the CHIPFEST 2009 with the Centenary
celebrations being organised at Cambridge airport, which culminated in a big Sunday afternoon
air show on 20 September including the Battle of
Britain Flight, the Vulcan and the Red Arrows. The
invitation was: “We need as many Chipmunks as
you can get on the ground at Cambridge”.
Meetings with the organising teams at
Cambridge commenced in July and invitations
to both instructors and Chipmunk crews were
sent out and readily accepted and it was agreed
that CHIPFEST would take place on the preceding three days commencing at 09.30 on the
Thursday morning. Four formation areas were
drawn up and local airfields advised, including
RAF Wyton with whom a daily information
exchange was established.
The finale to any formation training session
is a mass fly-past and CHIPFEST is no exception
and it was agreed that both Cambridge and
Duxford would benefit from a fifteen ship
Chipmunk ‘balbo’ during Saturday afternoon.
Thankfully the weather was superb throughout
with very stable conditions and good visibility
which allowed seventeen formation flights to
be made resulting in 22.6 hours by fourteen aircraft and, including the final flypast, a grand
total of 71.6 Chipmunk hours flown.
Other activities organised at Cambridge during this time were the Moth Club Symposium
and fly-in during which myself and Bill Fisher
gave an illustrated talk on Chipmunk history
and Sunday was organised to be a day of rest
with an opportunity to sit down and enjoy a talk
by Bill Purchase and Dave Gill on their ‘Round
the World’ flight in 1997.
It is not generally known that Marshall
Aerospace has a long association with nearby
academic centre Jesus College, so Saturday
evening was scheduled as a black tie social
event with a large gathering for an evening
meal at the college. It was attended by both
Moth Club and Chipmunk personnel and was
very much enjoyed by all. Such was the success
of the event that Terry Holloway has invited us
back to Cambridge next year and CHIPFEST will
be held on 16 to 19 September inclusive.

Those attending:Instructors:CFI Robert Miller, Conor Campbell, Digby
Dogerty, Roger Milburn, Roger Minards
Dennis Neville, Guy Pearce, John Plummer,
Peter Thorn, Andy Tomalin, Ray Watson

Formation Aircraft and Crews
G-BBND (WD 286) Carol de Solla Atkins
G-APYG Janice Doyle, Paul Doyle
G-BWMX (WG 407) Ken Kelso
G-ATHD (WP 971) Owen Cubitt, Rod Brown
G-ALWB Trish Neville, Dennis Neville
G-BCGC (WP 903) Alex Grounsell, Tom Stambach
G-BWNK(WD 390) Stewart Smith
G-BWUT (WZ 879) Andrew Herbert
G-BCYM (WK 577) Ken Fraser
G-VPET (WB 565) Alistair Fraser
G-BCPU Peter Waller
G-APLO Trevor Bailey
G-BPAL (WG 350) Ken Tomsett
G-ITWB Ian Whitaker-Bethal

Prince Charles aircraft still flies in his colours and
was part of the Chipmunk static park on the Sunday
as well as the three days of formation flying. Photo,
Bill Fisher.
Janice Doyle was awarded the Chipmunk trophy
in recognition of her
CHIPFEST organisation.
Photo Geoff Collins
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Aeronautical Information
Circulars (AICs)
Air Traffic Services Outside Controlled Airspace
(Pink 155) 3/2009
Flight Crew - Examination Arrangements and
Timetable for Professional Pilots and Flight Engineers
1 January to 31 December 2010
(White 084/2009)
Induction System Icing on Piston Engines as Fitted to
Aeroplanes, Helicopters and Airships (Pink 077/2009)
Introduction of London Stansted Transponder
Mandatory Zones
(Yellow 076/2009)
Joint Aviation Requirements - Flight Crew Licensing 1
(Aeroplanes): Revision of Requirements for National
Private Pilot’s Licence (NPPL) - The Air Navigation
(Amendment) (NO. 2) Order 2007 (White 148) 30/2008
Military Low Flying training in the United Kingdom
(Yellow 032/2009)
Monitoring Codes Around the London Terminal Control
Area - the Use of Discrete SSR Codes for Aircraft
Operating Outside Controlled Airspace and Monitoring
the Relevant Frequency
(Yellow 275) 92/2008
Royal Air Force Air Experience Flights Operating
Procedures
(Yellow 065/2009)

Civil Aviation Authority (UK)
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Opposite to spin direction
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Forward to neutral
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Neutral
Rotation stops
Centralise rudder
posed to be teaching next. It’s a bit artificial I know but there
hasn’t been any better solution offered to date. Maybe there is a
chance here for a keen young person to take the initiative and
provide a different solution!
On this test there isn’t a requirement to complete a spinning
exercise as his FIC instructor, who is an FIE, has already carried
out this element of the test. Spinning appears to be an emotive
topic and people either like it or they don’t; there seems to be no
halfway house on the subject.
On-Track Aviation uses several different aeroplanes for spin
training (Robin 2160i, Chipmunk, T67 Firefly and PA38
Tomahawk). Now, I appreciate that some of these aeroplanes
have a bad reputation when it comes to spinning, mainly due to
the number of accidents associated with spinning these types.
In my view it isn’t the aeroplane that is dangerous but the pilot’s
lack of understanding of the spin manoeuvre itself accompanied
by a good dose of fear.
On the FI R course students will be required to teach all
aspects of spinning from the incipient to the fully developed
spin. But there’s no spinning exercise on the PPL or the CPL
course, I hear you say, so why do it on the FI R course? Well there
is a requirement to teach spin avoidance (exercise 11) on the PPL
course in addition to teaching the spin on the FI Skill Test. Is that
a justifiable reason to teach spinning on an instructor course? I
think it is, so let me give you some food for thought as potential
instructors.
An instructor can be put in all sorts of awkward situations by
his/her student and therefore has to have the ability and knowledge to retrieve the situation and get the aeroplane back to a
safe flight condition. Wouldn’t it be better still to be able to spot
the signs of a developing critical situation before you have to
use your superior flying skill to recover the aeroplane back to
safe flight? The numbers of accidents or incidents that have
resulted from pilots mishandling the aeroplane controls
unknowingly are well documented and unfortunately for some
this results in loss of life.

CAA Chart Editions
Chart
Edition
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Current
Edition

New
Available

1:500,000 series
Southern England & Wales 35 (12 Mar 09) 11 Mar 10
Northern England & Wales 32 (4 June 09) 6 May 10
Scotland
26 (2 July 09) 16 Dec 10

The CHIPFEST 15 Ship Formation returns to
Cambridge on the Saturday afternoon

Any event takes a lot of organising and the
effort of the participants to attend and the following are to be heartily thanked:
A huge big vote of thanks to everyone at
Marshall Aerospace without whom the event
could not have happened especially Malcom
and his Staff, Mark in ATC, Jaison in catering
The traditional END of CHIPFEST photo of Owners
and Terry Holloway the gaffer of everything - and Instructors. Photo Geoff Collins
they all worked tirelessly on our behalf both
before and during the event. Also to Alison at
the Express Holiday Inn for the room organisation and to David and his team of lovely ladies
in the kitchen.
To all the crews and their aircraft especially
Ken Thomsett and his wife for flying all the way
from Portugal and to our overseas visitors from
the USA Victor Stottlemyer (N 894WP) and Ken
Bangert (N22777) and their wives, Lydia and
her team of marshallers who worked tirelessly
Vintage 1950’s scene in 20009. Photo Geoff Collins
throughout the event including the airshow.
Finally thanks to Janice Doyle, Ken Kelso,
Paul Deacon, Dave Harmsworth, Bill Fisher,
Robert Miller and the instructors.
Thanks to the generosity of all at CHIPFEST
some £90 was raised and donated to Macmillan
Cancer Support.
Pre-flight briefing for the
fifteen ship formation and
flypast on Saturday. Photo
Geoff Collins

Avions Robins 2160i Spin Recovery Drill

Blue 3 (G-PVET) &
Yellow 1(G-BCPU) as
seen from Yellow 2 (GAPLO). Photo Phil Taylor

The above trained on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday and were joined by Bob Morcom in GBBMT for the fifteen ship flypast at Cambridge
and Duxford on Saturday afternoon. Twentyfour Chipmunks attended in total.
Friday
G-ARMC (WB 703) John Henderson + 1
Saturday G-ULAS (WK 517) Tony Clinch &
Colin Terry
Sunday G-AMUF Ian Mills
G-ULAS Alan Tipper & Peter Royce
G-CBJG Chris & Angie Rees
G-BCIH (WD 363) Peter Richie
WD 325 Maj Rob Ashley
G-BBRV (WD 347) Jim Wesson
G-BCXN (WP 800) Michael Turner

are you up
to date?

1:250,000 series
North Scotland West
North Scotland East
Northern Ireland
The Borders
Central England & Wales
England East
West & South Wales
England South
London Heli Routes

5(28 Aug 08)
5 (3 Jul 08)
6 (4 Jun 09)
6 (10 Apr 08)
8 (9 Apr 09)
9 (24 Sep 09)
9 (30 Jul 09)
13 (12 Feb 09)
13 (20 Nov 08)

26 Aug 10
1 Jul 10
3 Jun 10

8 Apr 10
23 Sep 10

Current Edition/
Version

CAP 168 Licencing of Aerodromes Ed 8
(December 2008)
CAP 393 Air Navigation Order
Third edition incorporating amendments up to 1/2009 (1 September 2009)
CAP 413 Radiotelephony
Ed18 (12 March 09)
CAP 413 Supplement 3 - A Reference Guide to UK
Phraseology for General Aviation Pilots
7 October 2009
CAP 601 Multi Engine Piston Aeroplane Class Rating
Syllabus
Issue 2 (18 Dec 03)
CAP 637 Visual Aids Handbook
Issue 2 (May 07)
LASORS
2008 (Feb 08)
GASIL 2009/07
(9 October 2009)
Flight Safety Magazine
Autumn 2009

AFE Publications
UK VFR Flight Guide 2009
(White cover, Dec 08)
UK Aeronautical Information Guide 2008
(Photo cover, May 08)
UK En-Route Guide 2005
(Blue cover, 25 Nov 04)

too, as they reveal a student instructor’s strengths and weaknesses. Indeed many student instructors have commented that
the mutual flights were turning points in the FI R course.
One student remarked, “I realised if I didn’t use the correct
words my colleague didn’t understand what I wanted him to do”.
“I had to break the exercise down even further because she was
finding it difficult to handle the aeroplane at low speed”, said
another.
We are approaching the overhead of the airfield and the join
is going well. I wonder if he has noticed the other aeroplane
ahead descending into the visual circuit - apparently not! My
candidate positions the aeroplane onto the down wind leg. We
are quite close behind the one ahead. He notices eventually and
explains he will extend down wind for spacing so he can teach
the approach and landing. This isn’t good airmanship and not
something I would expect an instructor to be teaching.
Why doesn’t he use the mistake to demonstrate good airmanship and teach me the go-around? A great opportunity missed I
feel. This seems to be a common issue with many pilots, let
alone instructors, who think every approach, MUST result in a
landing. Well, that’s a misconception. Every approach should be
a go-around until a safe landing can be assured. Visual circuit
flying appears to have become a lost skill and more and more
pilots and instructors are letting ATC do the flying for them. At
airfields with Air Ground, Aerodrome Flight Information Service
and at uncontrolled strips it is vital that pilots conform to the
correct procedures.
Teaching go-arounds are not just done on the final approach
because the runway isn’t clear to land on. Pilots can go around
from any part of the visual circuit and at any height. This is
where you, the instructor, have a duty of care to teach this skill.
Visual circuit training on the On-Track Aviation instructors’
course will give you this skill and knowledge.
My candidate continues to teach me another couple of visual
circuits, a flapless and a glide. His teaching is good with the
majority of teaching points being made. He is probably getting
tired as the edge has gone from his instruction. So I ask him to
make a low level circuit to land without teaching. After landing
he completes the after landing checks and taxis the aeroplane to
parking. I can detect a sense of relief and anticipation. The final
part of the FI (R) Skill Test is the oral questions, but first a well
deserved coffee and biscuit.
During the oral questions I expect the candidate to give
answers in a simple and concise manner as if he/she were talking to a PPL student. The candidates may illustrate their answers
using any visual aids, materials or books. The oral for the FI (R)
rating covers all the topics examined at PPL level. The candidate
shall demonstrate they have a sound understanding of basic
principles in all subjects.

FI (R) Ground Oral Subjects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Law and Operational Procedures
Human Performance and Limitations
Navigation and Radio Aids
Meteorology
Aircraft General and Principles of Flight
Flight Performance and Planning
Communications

Candidates shall be asked at least one question on each
of the topics.

CAA Publications
Publication

The spin training carried out on the On-Track Aviation FI R
course is comprised of two sorties, one covering incipient spins
and the other covering fully developed spins. Prior to the flight
exercises full ground training is completed using the aeroplane
Flight Manual including Mass and Balance calculations as well
as the theory behind the spin manoeuvre. It isn’t uncommon for
students to be very nervous about this aspect of the course and
the training is therefore designed to overcome these fears by a
combination of theoretical knowledge and practical demonstration (thereby removing the misconceptions and folklore surrounding spinning).
Included in the On-Track Aviation FI R course is a home produced video demonstrating the spinning characteristics of the
Robin 2160i. It has been photographed from both an internal
and external prospective to give the student instructor the best
possible understanding of the spin, including entry and recovery drills. We use the Robin (Figure 2) because it has 2 different
spin recovery drills, both of which work very well.
When the aeroplane was initially certified in France the Flight
Manual stated the manufacturer’s (Avions Robins) spin recovery
drill. When the aeroplane was first registered in the UK the CAA
produced a supplement which modified this drill to bring it more
into line with pilot’s expectations and training.
By using the Robin 2160i instructor students are able to experience different spin recovery drills and learn that not all aeroplanes conform to the so called ‘Standard Spin Recovery’ drill.
The flying training on the FI R course is mostly dual flights
with some mutual flights (five hours maximum). There are a
number of ways of teaching the flight exercises and at On-Track
Aviation they have adopted the ‘give’ and ‘give back’ approach
on separate flights. In other words student instructors will be
briefed and taught the exercise by the FIC instructor on flight
one and then on the second flight the student will repeat the
process of briefing and teaching the same exercise. This ‘give
back’ flight may take place the next day or in the afternoon. By
completing the flight training in this manner it allows the student instructor to see the flight profile completely, after which
they can revise and take notes before they have to do it themselves. Moreover, it allows the student instructor to run the
whole teaching process from briefing, through airborne lesson,
to debriefing. Representative time slots are used for the flights
in order that students get the feel of what teaching at a typical
flying school would be like. The whole course is therefore
geared up to the real job and not made too artificial.
After a good number of dual flights (give and give back) we
allow the students to fly mutual sorties. This is where two
instructor students fly together - one acting as an FI and the
other as a PPL student. They go through the same process of
briefing and teaching the airborne exercise but without their FIC
instructor watching. It is the closest one can get to providing a
realistic student teaching environment. Sometimes it is possible
to fly students together who are completing the FI R course on
different aeroplanes and this proves to be very popular with the
student instructors as most find they lose their teaching virginity on these flights. The exercise debriefs are very informative
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Candidates shall be asked at least one question on each of
the topics.
After about 40 mins of questions and discussion I finally
bring the test to a close. I am happy with the candidate’s performance and tell him he has passed. At this point he smiles and
relaxes in his chair. I offer some debrief items and points to consider when teaching real students. I complete the paperwork
and sign his logbook.
This is only the beginning of the hard work for this young man
as the really difficult bit is about to start, namely finding an
instructing job. Many of On-Track Aviation students do get jobs
quickly after graduation. Indeed some are offered positions during the course providing they pass the Skill Test. As Head of
Training I often get emails and phone calls from flying schools
wanting graduates from our instructor courses. We have even
instigated an Instructor Job page on our website to encourage
flying schools to advertise their vacancies. To date, On-Track
Aviation instructor graduates have all found jobs, even in the
very competitive market around today. As we come out of the
recession and the airlines begin to seek new pilots, many of the
flying schools will loose their flying instructors and in turn will
require replacements. Do you have an instructor rating and are
you ready to step into the breach?

